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Introduction 

Mahigaon Irrigation Project is located in the Udainagar Tehsil of Dewas district of Madhya Pradesh. This 

minor irrigation project was planned and executed to create irrigation potential for a predominantly 

tribal community from a few villages that are located at the extreme end of Dewas. Geographically, it is 

located in the sub- basin of lower Narmada River in the West Nimar region.  The area lies between 

latitude 22o31’5’’ N to 22o 28’ 6’’ and longitude 76 o 06’ 34’’ E to 76 o 07’ 45’’. Situated between the 

Vindhyachal mountain range and the Narmada valley, the area has both- a hilly topography and a plain 

area. The underlying geology of the place varies from the catchment area to the command area. The 

major rock system that forms a part of the aquifer is basaltic while the aquifer system lower in the 

command area is made of hard sandstone. This area has an equal mixture of black cotton soils and 

sandy loam soils. The average annual rainfall that this area receives is 922 mm and it is spread over four 

months from June to September. The average potential evapotranspiration rate for the area is high at 

about 2100 mm. Consequently, the soil moisture zone remains completely dry for about 90 days in the 

summer period. 

Small and marginal tribal farmers form a vast majority of the population in the project area. Poor 

resource endowments and exploitative debt cycles have pushed them into deep poverty. A major source 

of income for such tribal farmers was rainfed agriculture The completion of Mahigaon Irrigation Project, 

however, created an irrigation potential of 618 Hectares in the 4 villages of Mahigaon, Borkhedi, Kanad 

and Semlikheda. This access to irrigation made Rabi farming possible for most of the farmers leading to 

enhanced agricultural incomes. The dam also acts as a perennial water body for livestock and wildlife in 

the surrounding forests. The treatment of the catchment area prior to the construction of this dam has 

regenerated the forests in the upstream area of the dam on a massive scale. Thus, it plays a crucial role 

in sustaining the eco-system of this area. The Mahigaon Dam, also called Kothimata Dam and 

Jheerpaniya Dam, is of immense significance to the people of this area. However, this irrigation project 

is also riddled with many problems, related to distribution of water and governance mechanisms, that 

adversely affects several people in the command area. This case study illustrates, in detail, some of the 

issues that plague the farmers in the command area. It also posits possible solutions that farmers in this 

area have arrived at with the help of Samaj Pragati Sahayog. Following sections will also include detailed 

descriptions of the pilot work that was carried out and how it can be scaled up in order to cover the 

whole command. 
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Map 1: Schematic map of the Mahigaon Irrigation Project representing the command area   

Village No. of 

Households 

Population No. of 

Females 

No. of 

Males 

No. of SC 

Communities 

No. of ST 

Communities 

Mahigaon 308 1534 760 774 20 1138 

Borkhedi 74 362 173 189 0 318 

Kanad 150 900 427 473 51 798 

Semlikheda 230 1228 600 628 0 1228 

TOTAL 762 4024 1960 2064 71 3482 

Table 1: Details of the Command Area in Mahigaon Irrigation Project 
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Issues and Challenges  

The major problems that farmers face emerge because of a combination of two factors - lack of 

infrastructure and weak governing institutions. These two factors and their consequences are 

elaborated on in this section.  

Canal Construction 

Mahigaon Dam has one major distribution canal that is 4.85 kms long. This canal passes through 

Mahigaon, Borkhedi and Kanad. It is important to note that, while the village of Semlikheda was  

Photo: Portion of the canal without cement-concrete lining and non-uniform bund construction 

included in the command area, it had no access to irrigation water from the dam. However, an offshoot 

canal (length of this 645 meter) was built later by farmers of Semlikheda in order to take water from the 

main canal to Semlikheda. There are number of issues pertaining to the canal which adversely affects 

the farmers in the command. The quality of construction is poor as the cement concrete linings of the 

canal have already crumbled in many parts of the command. The siphon wells that are constructed at 

junctions are also damaged which directly impact the flow of water. Of the 5.40 kms of the main canal 

and the offshoot canal to Semli, only 4.29 kms is made of cement-concrete. The rest of the canal, which 

is still kuccha, carries water to farmers in Kanad and Semli. The bunds that are constructed on either 

sides of the kaccha canal are not uniform and compact and have been eroded at several places. This 

portion of the canal also witnesses growth of weeds, shrubs and small plants on the bed of the canal 

along with deposition of silt in many places. Canal construction is incomplete at the tail end of the 
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command. Due to unsuitable and improper gradients,  the water in the canal does not enter this last 

stretch leaving farmers with no access to water. This results in accumulation of water in certain areas 

and eventual overflow over the sides of the canal. The absence of cut-off statement or outlet in the 

canal indicates that very less or no effort has gone into command area development.  

   

Seepage and Water-logging 

 

Photo: (L-R) i) Overflowing canals resulting in waterlogging in surrounding areas ii) The yellow patch 

reflecting the adverse effect of waterlogging on wheat.  

Photo: Crumbling cement-concrete linings of the canal 
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This  decrepit state of the canals, as described above, has created acute problems for the farmers who 

have lands closer to the canals. Seepage from the canals is observed in many areas. Due to this, the 

areas on either sides of the canals are always water-logged making the land unfit for cultivation. The 

farmers who own these lands are either compelled to leave this significant portion uncultivated or 

watch, helplessly, the wheat crop on their lands turn yellow. Some of the wells that are situated near 

the canal are also overflowing with water which further aggravates the water-logging problem. A survey 

of a sample of 20 farmers affected by water-logging and seepage in Mahigaon, Kanad and Borkhedi 

reveals that on an average 18-20-% of their landholdings is affected. The overall loss against expected 

production is 18% on an average. The corresponding loss in monetary terms comes to Rs.3600 per 

person per bigha. Lack of a proper drainage channel results in continuous water-stagnation on cultivated 

area destroying the soil structure and making it compact. The lack of aeration in the soil also has 

undesirable effects on nutrient availability in the soil. Thus, along with immediate adverse impact on the 

yield of the crops, this will also pose long-term issues for soil health. 

Name of 

the 

Farmer   

Village 

Name   

Crop   Total 

Landholding 

(Bigha) 

Waterlogged 

Area 

(Bigha) 

Loss in 

Production 

(Quintals) 

 Loss in 

monetary 

terms* 

(Rs.) 

 

Loss in 

Production 

against 

expected 

production 

(%) 

 

Kishan  Mahigaon Wheat   2.52 0.5 4 6900 18 

Prahlad Mahigaon Wheat 2.96 1.5 8 13800 31 

Mansingh Mahigaon Wheat 3.56 1 7 12075 22 

Sajan Mahigaon Wheat 2.8 1 7 12075 29 

Gulab Mahigaon Wheat 2.32 0.5 3 5175 15 

Inder Kanad Wheat 7.8 1 10 17250 15 

Mangu Kanad Wheat   3.48 0.5 4 6900 13 

Karan 

Singh 

Kanad Wheat 15.96 1 8 13800 6 

Kasda Kanad Wheat 22.8 1.5 10 17250 5 

Ditiya Mahigaon Wheat 8 1.5 8 13800 11 

Suraj Borkhedi Wheat 4 1 6 10350 17 

Dhannalal Borkhedi Wheat 4 1 6 10350 17 

Ganpat Borkhedi Wheat   2.72 1.5 10 17250 42 

Khusal Borkhedi Wheat 12 1.5 18 31050 17 

Mahesh Borkhedi Wheat 2.64 1 9 15525 39 

Sitaram Mahigaon Wheat 3.08 2 17 29325 63 

Sundar Mahigaon Wheat 3.76 2 16 27600 49 

Sankar Borkhedi Wheat 18.4 1 8 13800 5 

Chensingh Mahigaon Wheat 6.36 3 25 43125 45 

TOTAL    24 184 317400 24 

Table: Details of Loss in Yield due to Water-logging 
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 Limited Access to Water in the Canal 

The entire command area of 618 Hectares is served by just one major canal. A detailed survey that was 

carried out here reveals that only 19% of the land that falls in the command area has direct access to 

water in the canals. 22% of the irrigated landholdings obtain water from individual wells whereas 14% of 

the landholdings receive water from the local nala into which the canal drains in Semli. However, the 

major point that emerges from this survey is that there is no or limited access to water to irrigate 38% of 

the total landholdings in the command area. The farmers, who own these lands, either resort to 

borrowing water from their neighbours or lease their lands to those farmers who have access to water. 

Both of these scenarios have adverse impacts on their agricultural incomes. There is no concrete means 

in the form of water courses or field channels to take water to these areas.  The farmers, who have 

access to water in the canals,  draw water from the canal by siphoning water through foldable LDPE 

pipes. These pipes have a limited lifespan and have to be replaced from time to time making it a 

recurring expense for these small and marginal farmers. The quantum of water that gets consumed in 

this process is significantly high  in the absence of a fixed infrastructure for water transmission. Some of 

the farmers, who are dependent on the nala, install diesel-powered pumps to take water to their fields, 

which again adds to their financial burden. Farmers have made additional investments to employ 

different techniques to take water to their land. Due to several limiting factors, they also use ad-hoc 

mechanisms to irrigate their lands, which is financially unsustainable in the longer run.    

 'Defunct'  Water User Group 

The existing water association executive committee has 1 president and 5 TC (Territorial Constituency) 

members  who are elected for a period of 5 years. The members have land in the command area. Only 

those men and women can participate in the election who have land in the command area of the dam. 

The secretary of this association is the sub-engineer of the irrigation department. The irrigation fee is 

collected by a member of the irrigation department.  As per the 'Madhya Pradesh Sinchai Prabandhan 

Me Krishkon Ki Bhagidari Adhiniyam, 1999', the Water User Association has several functions such as 

oversight and management of canal functions, planning the water requirements for the agricultural 

season, coordination with irrigation department to solve issues wherever they may arise, conflict 

resolution between members of the association, equitable sharing of water throughout the command 

and monitoring maintenance of infrastructure. The Water User Association of this command is barely 

able to perform  these functions. It plays no role in collection of irrigation fee and planning and oversight 

of maintenance work. Most of the functions ,that such an association is mandated to perform, still 

reside with the irrigation department. While the association is mandated to conduct monthly meetings 

with its members, there is no accessible record of how many meetings it actually conducts every year.   

Need for Participatory Irrigation Management 

Inactive and weak WUAs, absence of distribution network in the form of water course and field 

channels, inefficient water transmission and inequitable allocations of water  are issues that affect many 
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irrigation commands in the country. Majority of the powers, decisions and functions, at present, resides 

with the irrigation department, which is one of the major factors behind a weak WUA. However, the 

hypothesis that we posit is that a certain threshold level of infrastructural development in the command 

area is necessary for a WUA to become active and involved in the functioning of the command. We 

define this level of infrastructural development as one which inducts every farmer who uses water in the 

canal to irrigate her land, by design, to a small governing body which is a part of the larger WUA. This 

induction, initially by design, will be institutionalized by the norms and rules that will govern the use of 

water through the built infrastructure.   

 A strong, active and empowered WUA is more likely to raise issues of distribution, equity, maintenance 

and efficiency. Such an association will also be better able to make volumetric allocations at a farm level, 

resolve disputes and conflicts, undertake, oversee and monitor repair work and liasie with the irrigation 

department. But the WUA is often not aware of its real functions and powers. The members of the 

association, therefore, find it extremely difficult to articulate their issues. The commands that face such 

issues require a twofold approach - one is to build the necessary infrastructure to both make 

distribution efficient and also create institutions that will govern water use; second is to make the larger 

WUA aware of its duties, functions, powers and facilitate in streamlining governing mechanisms and 

processes. This twofold approach of SPS for Participatory Irrigation Management will also draw from the 

'Madhya Pradesh Sinchai Prabandhan Me Krishkon Ki Bhagidari Adhiniyam' enacted in 1999 and 

facilitate the WUA in implementing the provisions in the Act. 

 

Piloting PIM in the Mahigaon Command 

SPS initiated this work with farmers in the Mahigaon Irrigation Project in September 2016.  SPS spent a 
considerable amount of time in building an understanding of the situation in the initial phases of its 
work. Once SPS included creating awareness at village level of issues related to canal, WUA and 
mobilizing farmers of their rights and responsibilities through various interventions as follows: 

A. Activating functioning of Water User Associations 

An awareness drive had been conducted at Gram Panchayat level of all 4 villages of command to 

inculcate the idea of collective ownership of canal among farmers and to increase their 

involvement in canal works. The main body appointed to take up these initiatives for Minor 

Irrigation Project is Water User Association. President and elected members of WUA were 

brought on a single platform to first discuss the need for monthly meeting also provisioned in 

PIM act 1999. They were also informed of decisions related to canal repair, budget, de-siltation, 

cleaning, and regulation for proper operation of canal that can be taken up in these monthly 

WUA meetings. Many meetings went on without presence of president and sub-engineer as 

they insisted on bringing permission letter from the department. As of June 2017, 7 meetings of 

WUA has been organized with an extensive discussion on following agendas: 

a. Creation of water course and field channels  

b. Repair work of canal 

c. Availability of water to tail end farmers of village Semlikheda and Kanad 
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d. Formation of 6 sub-committees of WUA 

e. Formation of village level canal user group in all 4 villages 

f. Creation of crop water budgets 

 

B. Displaying films through PICO 

Films made by Development Support Centre (DSC), Hamari Nahar (Our Canal) and Kiyadar Ki 

Baat (Successful Parable of PIM), have been screened at all 4 villages of command. These films 

featured successful examples of PIM, processes involved in canal repair, proper allocation of 

water and functioning of WUA etc. Men, women and children  extensively participated in these 

screenings and discussions after which the team initiated conversations to assess their 

understanding and whether they would like similar work to be undertaken in their areas. 

No Villages Date 
Participation from Command Area 

Female Male Total 
1 Mahigaon 08-09-2016 05 19 24 
2 Semalikheda 09-09-2016 08 09 17 
3 Borkhedi 22-09-2016 00 21 21 
4 Mahigaon 12-01-2017 04 12 16 
5 Mahigaon 23-02-2017 08 11 19 
6 Semalikheda 25-02-2017 07 14 21 
7 Mahigaon 06-03-2017 45 76 121 
8 Kanad 12-04-2017 08 13 21 
9 Mahigaon 08-05-2017 06 11 17  
10 Garaghati 09-05-2017 08 13 21 
11 Kanad 18-05-2017 07 12 19 
12 MahigawnBadchapara 16-06-2017 06 05 11 
13 Borekhedi 20-06-2017 06 08 14 
14 MahigaonSiraliBeed 22-06-2017 09 06 15 
15 MahigaonBedipura 28-06-2017 05 03 08 

 

 

 

Photo: Male and female farmers are watching PIM based film arranged by SPS at 
Mahigaon village.  
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C. Mobilizing communities  

The active presence of Self-Help Groups (SHG) in all villages of command area along with other 

programs run by SPS, helped us in providing a platform to discuss  PIM. Initial discussions were 

held in SHG meetings and Farmer Group meetings with an active participation from SHG and 

agriculture program professionals of Udainagar Pragati Samiti. With the support from the 

federation and involvement of other programs like media in film screening, livestock in fodder 

and vaccination, health and nutrition in various government schemes together provided the 

required momentum for  PIM. This coming together helped in bringing an integrated approach 

to ensure their water and livelihood security.  

 

 

 

  

D. Expert visits to the area 

An expert team from DSC consisting Mr. Kamlesh Rajat and Mr. Deepak Rawal had visited 

Mahigaon command area in February 2017 to assess the problems areas, and design a training 

module for capacity building of farmers. They had conducted a transect walk along the whole 

length of canal with farmers to understand their issues and of canal. In May 2017, Mr. Mohan 

Sharma, Director, DSC Ahmendabad and Mr. Prem Narayan Sharma, Retired Executive Engineer, 

MaanJobat Project had visited Mahigaon Minor Irrigation project and met with farmers. Farmers 

shared their problems regarding the functioning of canal. They suggested that a written 

approval from farmers and WUA and the irrigation department must be taken before any work 

could be commissioned.  

Photo : One of the SPS team members is providing information on PIM to motivate village farmers.  
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E. Training programs for farmers of command area 

Since September 2017, 42 meeting cum trainings have been organized in which information 

related to PIM Act (Madhya Pradesh SinchaiPrabandhan Me Krishkon Ki BhagidariAdhiniyam, 

1999&Relevent Rules), need for PIM work and responsibilities of WUA’s president, members 

and command area farmers have been communicated. A 3 day training program in the month of 

April 2017was conducted by DSC with field visits and classroom sessions in which an action plan 

for future PIM work has been made. An extensive SWOT analysis was carried out with various 

groups of command area farmers on technical, social and agriculture themes to problems 

related to WUA, canal, agriculture and also determine cost benefit ratio. Along with external 

trainings, various internal trainings on sustainable agriculture are also been conducted at 

required intervals by SPS on activities related to seed treatment, liquid manure, 

paanchpattikadha,NADEP etc. SPS team interacts with women members of the command area 

during SHG meetings. 

Photo : Discussion on PIM by farmers with experts from DSC, Ahmadabad.  
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F. Exposure visit of farmers to develop motivation and understanding of PIM 

An exposure visit of command area farmers to Dharoi Major Irrigation Project, Gujarat has been 

conducted where DSC has worked on PIM in 192 villages with 48000 Ha. area. Farmers shared 

their experience of PIM with our farmers, who visited their fields and interacted at significant 

levels with their WUA, water distribution committee, and project committee. This provided us 

with as working model of institution at various levels to be adopted in our area. Farmers have 

also visited Indira Sagar Irrigation Project, Sanawad to observe water course and field channels 

built for proper distribution channel.  

Photo: Farmers training for PIM implementation was conducted at Baba Amate Center for 
People’s Empowerment on 18/04/2017 
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G. Development of village level canal user group and water course committees 

Since many farmers are unable to put forward their concerns in WUA, there was a need to 

collate their problems at village level itself. Considering the importance of grassroots institutions 

for effective water governance, SPS has come up with a new initiative of forming village level 

canal user group. This particular body will comprise of farmers of a particular village of the 

command area with equal involvement from head, middle and tail end farmers. It will also have 

a minimum of one-third and more than 33% women.It will have a president, vice president and 

treasurerunanimously elected by all members of the body.In its mandatory monthly meeting, 

the body will discuss problems related to canal, distribution channel along with other integrated 

Photo : Farmer’s exposure visit to Indira Sagar Project, Sanawad on 12/05/2017 

Photo: Farmer’s exposure visit to DSC Ahmedabad to visit PIM work in Dharoi Irrigation 

Project 
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activities in their village which can further be presented in WUA meeting for taking action. 

Currently these groups are being constituted in all Borkhedi, Kanad and Semlikhedavillages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Water Course/ Field Channel Construction 

The activities carried out over since September 2017 gave impetus to coming together of 24 farmers 

with an area of 86 Bigha (21.5 Ha.) for constructing water course channel. This coming together was not 

a smooth process as it took efforts in building trust with communities and clarifying their doubts. We 

then explained SPS’s approach of work which follows an integrated philosophy including NPM 

agriculture protocol, being part of SHG’s, taking up livelihood activities etc. As farmers have seen 

leakages and water logging in minor canal, the idea of having water course in their field frightened 

them. They thought it would completely submerge their fields with access water and also they would 

have to give up a portion of their land for the construction work. Visits to Indira Sagar and Dharoi project 

helped in sorting this issue and helped them to see cost benefit ratio along with return on their 

investment. They were hesitant to provide Khasra maps (Land details) for planning, considering it might 

be taken for loans on their land. Navigating village level politics to build a trust among members of the 

community has been an enduring task. To bring in an ownership of canal and water distribution among 

the community, it has been proposed that every stakeholder involved will contribute to the project by 

certain amount and labour required for the construction. While several discussions and meetings 

happened over months to sort questions and doubts raised by community, few farmers left the idea of 

being involved in building 1st water course.  

After successfully taking various interventions for PIM mobilization, finally 12 command area farmers of 

Mahigaon village came forward in April 2017 to construct water course for their total land of 

39Bigha(9.75Ha) which will provide distribution of water from main canal. The group had been named 

“Zirpanya Jal Upyogkarta Pragati Samuh”. A proposal submitted by the group for construction activity 

has been approved by Water User Association. A written application by farmers had been given to SPS 

for technical and social support in the construction. Initial community contribution of Rs. 10,000 had 

Photo: Village level canal user group formation meeting 
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been deposited in common account of women self-help group farmer members. They also promised to 

provide their labor for the construction. A team from SPS went to Executive Engineer, Dewas who has 

given oral approval for the construction. 

 

 

A detailed plan for the water course design has been made after a field survey by SPS technical team.3 

types of design have been proposed based on the plan: 

a. Underground PVC pipe water course 

b. Half round RCC pipe water course 

c. Brick masonry water course 

Strengths and weaknesses of each system has been duly explained and put forward to all farmers of the 

water course group. Based on visibility of repair and farmer’s choice, half round RCC pipe design was 

selected. A permission letter for the construction has also been approved by Gram Sabha and technical 

sanction was provided by SPS engineers. Farmers participated in purchasing required materials like 

cement, sand, pipes etc. as well as selecting professional mason for the work. This helped in bringing 

transparency, direct involvement of people and ownership among them which are main motivations of 

PIM work.  

Photo: Discussion on development of first water course level farmers committee.  
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When the actual construction work started in May 2017, the irrigation department intervened. Sub-

divisional officer and sub-engineer had already visited the 1st water course area in which they promised 

to provide an estimated budget after the survey. The president of WUA had in between promised 

people that they will repair the canal and build water course under Sahastradhara scheme, which hasn’t 

seen the light of the day till now. After continuing several discussions with the department, we were 

told that we can’t work directly with main canal. As a result of it, farmers proposed that we built a water 

course without directly connecting it to main canal but lifting water through siphons as they were doing 

before and directing it through field channels. Discussion with a farmer near the main canal went on to 

build a tank where water will be directed through siphon and he readily agreed for the same. With a 

total budget of 3.40 Lakh the work has started again in the month of October 2017 with an integrated 

plan for whole group of 12 farmers. This included an agreement signed by all farmers for following NPM 

agriculture practices, vaccination for livestock, livelihood activity, land use planning, kitchen garden etc.  

Photo:  Mapping and survey for the catchment inter- linking water course at Mahigaon. 
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It has also been agreed to follow participatory water management and distribution (Barabandi) while 

allocating water among 12 farmers where tail end farmer gets the 1st opportunity to irrigate land or 

based upon whoever’s field is first ready. For a sustained engagement and functioning of water course 

the group decided to collect Rs. 30 per month per member and deposit in the common account of 

group. Whenever future repair and maintenance work will be carried out, this sum would readily help 

them. As provisioned in the PIM act 1999, whoever doesn’t pay irrigation fee on a yearly basis will not 

be allowed canal water. Being a collective of 12 farmers, the group decided that every year in the month 

of March, they will collect irrigation fee based on individual’s landholding to be deposited in the account 

and sent directly to revenue department in the month of April. 

Photo: NPM farming at first water course, Mahigaon village  

 

Photo: Material purchase by farmers and construction activity 
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Impact of the work done 

It has been observed that the construction of water course has resulted in significant changes in terms 

of improving water usage efficiency, time, cost etc. We have assessed these impacts by comparing data 

collected before and after the construction, analysing baseline surveys and drawing inference from 

focused interviews, as given below: 

1. Improvement in water use efficiency 

For a group of 12 farmers with total landholding of 9.75 Ha involved in the 1st water course, the 

savings in total amount of water required for irrigating wheat crop in Rabi is 24375 cubic meter 

per second (cumec). That results in 2500 cumec per hectare of landholding. Initially the water 

would flow continuously for days through LDPE pipes, but now farmers will have to follow the 

participatory water distribution (Barabandi method) by design. After irrigating land with 

required amount of water, the siphon system is closed off making it easy to operate at the field 

level itself. If we take up this activity for the whole command area of 488 Ha., we could 

potentially save an estimated amount of 8,54,000 cumec water flowing through canal even after 

considering up to 30% losses due to transmission, evaporation and other factors.  

2. Financial savings 

Usage of PVC pipes to bring water from canal was a major financial burden farmer in the 

command area face. Baseline surveys of the 1st water course group show that the distances 

Photo: First irrigation in the farms after constructing the first water course at Mahigaon village 
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these pipes covered ranged between 300 feet to 3000 feet costing anywhere between Rs. 2000 

to Rs. 17000 with an average cost of Rs. 8911 per hectare for 2 years. The distribution of water 

directly through field channels have not only reduced their dependency on pipes, but has also 

resulted in a tangible gain. When this is projected for the whole command, this could result in a 

potential saving of Rs. 21,74,408 on a yearly basis. 

3. Reduction in person days and labour cost 

The group of 12 farmers required 48 hours to irrigate one hectare of land on an average in the 

absence of water course. But the setting up of a distribution network has reduced this to 24.5 

hrs for 1 hectare. This will enable each farmer to save the labour involved in irrigation and save 

6 person days. This time can be effectively utilized for governance and carrying out other 

functions of the water user group.  

4. Adoption of NPM agriculture practices 

Non-pesticide agriculture management involves low cost, low input and sustainable practices 

like liquid manure (Sanjeevak pit), paanch patti kadha, NADEP, vermi compost etc. Along with 

availability of water, utilization of NPM practices in agriculture helps farmers in reducing their 

dependency on market for highly priced chemical fertilizers.NPM training was organized with 16 

farmers including 9 male and 7 female members of the group in November after which 6 liquid 

manure pits have been constructed to be used in Wheat crop.  

 

5. Formation of micro level institutions for water course level governance  

 A separate body ‘Zirpanya Chak User Group’ was constituted of 12 farmers for governing the 

distribution of water. This group conducts monthly meeting to evaluate requirements of water, 

book-keeping, collecting monthly fees for repair and maintenance purpose which will be 

deposited in the common account of the group. This provides transparency in functioning as 

well as accountability of all stakeholders involved the process. It provides a platform for all 

farmers involved to raise concerns which can then be taken up in WUA which is a larger body 

governing the whole command. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Way Forward 

The Proposal 

The first distribution network constructed in Mahigaon irrigates 9.75 Hectares of land owned by 12 

farmers. The feasibility of this design, financial viability of the set up and the proposed mechanisms for 

operation and governance makes it possible to replicate such a system in other parts of the command. 

We propose to set up such distribution networks for three groups of farmers in Mahigaon, Kanad and 

Semlikheda. Farmers in these groups have participated extensively in the technical surveys, group 

meetings and trainings. They have now agreed to set up and operationalise the distribution network as 

done in the first distribution network. 
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The real impact of this work, however, will be seen only when issues of distribution and micro-

governance are addressed for the larger command area as well. We, therefore, propose to replicate this 

model in the remaining command area as well, thus covering 488 Hectares in all. While the cost for 

constructing the water course was Rs.30000 per Hectare in the first network, the estimated cost for 

replicating this in other parts of the command, especially in the lower reaches, will be Rs.50000 per 

Hectare owing to topographical, geographical and social constraints.  

  

Phase Details Area 
under 
Water 
Course 

(Ha) 

Cumulative 
Area under 

Water Course 
(Ha) 

Funds 
Required 
(Lakhs) 

Status 

0 Pilot Water Course at 
Mahigaon 

9.75 9.75 0 Completed 

1 3 Water Courses in 
Mahigaon, Kanad and 

Semli 

142.33 152 71.16 Planning 
Complete 

2 Distribution network 
in the rest of the 

command 

335.67 488 167.83  

3 Distribution network 
in additional 

culturable command 
area thus created  

142 630 71  

TOTAL  630 Ha 630 Ha 310  

Table: Phase wise planning for PIM Work 

Additionally, based on estimates of potential water saved in the first distribution network, it is estimated 

that the dam can provide irrigation water for an additional area of 142 Hectares that is out of the 

command area. While this is subject to approvals from the irrigation department, this would take the 

Culturable Command Area (CCA) to 630 Hectares from the design capacity of 488 Hectares.  We propose 

to cover this additional area of 142 Hectares that also has very limited access to irrigation. This project 

shall be carried out in three phases details of which are furnished below.  

Challenges and Support Needed 

Resources required from Irrigation Department 

The farmers do not have access to the Detailed Project Report (DPR), designs of the canal, cut-off 

statement, command area map, all of which, hold essential information for the construction of 

water course and field channel. Without these important documents, the WUA cannot set up 

distribution networks, carry out repair work, budget and manage available water for irrigation. More 
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importantly, the WUA will not be able to identify and verify if farmers who are drawing water from 

the canal are actually paying irrigation fee.  

Funds from MGNREGS 

As described earlier, there is a clear need for investment in setting up on-farm infrastructure in 

order to make the distribution and governance efficient. While there is provision for this under the 

Sahashtradhara Yojana of MGNREGS, there is a clause that the construction must follow a 60:40 

ratio of labour to material costs. The observed ratio of labour to material costs for the constructed 

water course is approximately 30:70.  This makes it impossible to make use of funds under 

MGNREGS for Command Area Development Activities (CADA).  

 

Figure: Schematic Map of Mahigaon Irrigation Project containing details of proposed work 
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Role of Civil Society Organisation  

SPS  has undertaken this work voluntarily in collaboration with the farmers of the Mahigaon 

Irrigation Project. The PIM Act of Madhya Pradesh, 1999 states that the implementing agency for 

Command Area Development Activities (CADA) will be the WUA of the command. However, it has 

been the experience of several Civil Society Organisations in Gujrat  that this process involves 

establishing a long-term sustained engagement with the farmers of the command, providing 

technical support and a larger institutional platform on which participatory processes can be 

embedded. It becomes clear that Civil Society Organisations (CSO) like SPS can play a crucial role of 

an implementing agency for building capacities of the WUA. A formal acknowledgement of this will 

make it easier for Civil Society Organisations (CSO) to carry out these functions.  

Work on Main Canal Infrastructure 

Since the WUA and the CSO do not have the resources required for construction and maintenance 

of canal infrastructure, the irrigation department must direct its efforts to address some of the 

critical issues that plague the main canal. Without this, any attempt to set up distribution networks 

and efficient governance mechanisms will be incomplete.  
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Annexure 1 

This is the letter of invitation by the Water User Association of Mahigaon Irrigation Command to Samaj 

Pragati Sahayog for providing social and technical support in the implementation of PIM. 
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Annexure 2 

Letter sent to Chief Engineer, Water Resources Department, Dewas District, requesting support and 

assistance for PIM work in the Mahigaon Irrigation Project
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ANNEXURE 3 

Following is the agreement signed by the Jheerpaniya Jal Upyogkarta Pragati Samuh in Mahigaon will 

govern the use of water through the water course. 
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Annexure 4 

Letter of Sanction by CEO Zila Panchayat Dewas to Chief Engineer, WRD to implement Command Area 

Development Activities through MGNREGS 
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Annexure 5 

Details of Exposure Visit and Meetings conducted with the farmers of Mahigaon, Borkhedi, Semlikheda 

and Kanad 

 

Mahigaon Irrigation Project 

Exposure Visits Information 

SN Exposure Visit Place 
Date No. of 

Participants 
Male Female 

From To 

1 D.S.C. Ahmedabad  28.11.16 1.12.16 16 16 0 

2 
Indira Sagar Project 
Sanawad 

6.4.17 6.4.17 8 8 0 

3 
Indira Sagar Project 
Sanawad 

12.5.17 12.5.17 43 32 11 

4 D.S.C. Ahmedabad  31.08.17 3.09.17 16 16 0 

5 D.S.C. Ahmedabad  5.12.17 8.12.17 24 24 0 

  Total 107 96 11 

 

Mahigaon Irrigation Project 

Village Level Canal User Group Meeting Information 

SN Name of Village Date  
No. of 

Participants 
Male Female 

1 Semlikheda 23.07.17 43 34 9 

2 Kanad 27.07.17 38 36 2 

3 Borkhedi 05.08.17 17 17 0 

4 Semlikheda 07.09.17 22 22 0 

5 Kanad 29.08.17 18 15 3 

6 Borkhedi 13.09.17 14 12 2 

7 Kanad 14.10.17 29 25 4 

8 Semlikheda 16.10.17 30 30 0 

9 Borkhedi 07.10.17 19 19 0 

10 Semlikheda 17.11.17 15 15 0 

11 Borkhedi 12.12.17 9 7 2 

12 Kanad 19.12.17 14 14 0 

  Total 268 246 22 
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Annexure 6 

Estimate of Water Saved, Financial Savings and Reduction in Person Days 
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Annexure 7 

Letter by the Gram Sabha approving the formation of Village Level Canal Water User Committee and 

assuring support to the farmers in Borkhedi, Kanad and Semlikheda 
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